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ABSTRACT
Syarifah Kartika Muhammada. 2019. The Viewers’ Perception to Dialect Banyumasan
English VLOG by Click Sinau on YouTube. Thesis. Surakarta. English Language
Education. Cultures and Languages Faculty.
Advisor: Dr. ImroatusSolikhah, M. Pd.
Keyword: Speaking, Viwers Perceptions, Banyumasan Dialect, Vlog, Lingua Franca.
This research is to find out the viewers perceptions to dialect Banyumasan
English Vlog by Click Sinau on YouTube. This research is using descriptive
qualitative.Research that uses information that is explained in narrative form, the existing
data cannot be expressed in terms of numbers but form an explanation that describes the
condition, processes, and specific events (Subagyo, 1991: 94).Denzim (2005) state that
qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of,
or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. In this thesis, the
researcher want to know the viewers’ perceptions to dialect Banyumasan English Vlog
by Click Sinau on YouTube.
The result of the questionnaire and the interview also different, so the researcher
combined it as a result. Based on the questionnaire and the interview, the researcher
concluded that ; 1) Viewers interested with the Dialect Banyumasan English Vlog by
Click Sinau on YouTube, 2) They also can understand what the vlogger says although the
pronunciation is ngapak, 3) The researcher found 6,8% for the positive statement, and
5,96% for the negative statement.
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ABSTRAK
Syarifah Kartika Muhammada. 2019. Persepsi Pemirsa untuk Dialek Bahasa Inggris
Banyumasan VLOG oleh Klik Sinau di YouTube. Tesis. Surakarta. Pendidikan Bahasa
Inggris. Fakultas Budaya dan Bahasa.
Pembimbing: Dr. ImroatusSolikhah, M. Pd.
Kata kunci: Berbicara, Persepsi Viwers, Dialek Banyumasan, Vlog, Lingua Franca.
Penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui persepsi pemirsa untuk dialek Vum Bahasa
Inggris Banyumasan oleh Click Sinau di YouTube. Penelitian ini menggunakan deskriptif
kualitatif. Penelitian yang menggunakan informasi yang dijelaskan dalam bentuk narasi,
data yang ada tidak dapat dinyatakan dalam bentuk angka tetapi bentuk penjelasan yang
menggambarkan kondisi, proses, dan peristiwa tertentu (Subagyo, 1991: 94). Denzim
(2005) menyatakan bahwa peneliti kualitatif mempelajari hal-hal dalam pengaturan alami
mereka, berusaha untuk memahami, atau menafsirkan, fenomena dalam hal makna yang
dibawa orang kepada mereka. Dalam tesis ini, peneliti ingin mengetahui persepsi pemirsa
untuk dialek Vum Bahasa Inggris Banyumasan oleh Click Sinau di YouTube.
Hasil kuesioner dan wawancara juga berbeda, sehingga peneliti menggabungkannya
sebagai hasilnya. Berdasarkan kuesioner dan wawancara, peneliti menyimpulkan bahwa;
1) Penonton tertarik dengan Dialek Banyumasan Vlog Bahasa Inggris oleh Click Sinau di
YouTube, 2) Mereka juga dapat memahami apa yang dikatakan vlogger meskipun
pelafalannya adalah ngapak, 3) Peneliti menemukan 6,8% untuk pernyataan positif, dan
5,96 % untuk pernyataan negatif.
ix
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
In this era, people can’t life without watching media like movie, video, TV, 
gadget, etc. because we are viewers. Cambridge (2018) Viewers is a person 
who watches something and the synonyms of viewers is audience. McQuail 
(1987:215) says audience is person forming the readers, listeners, viewers for 
different media. It means viewer is a person who watches something with 
different media. When viewers watching something, they thinking and feeling 
something. 
Viewers can interpret their thinking and their feeling, and using their 
perception. It plays an important role in learning process. Haryanto (2015) 
stated the definition of perception is the process of how people experienced on 
what they viewed through sensory receptors. The definition was supported by 
(Pramestiya, 2013) as she defined perception as process of thinking or feeling 
something. It means that perception is process of thinking or feeling 
something where people interpreted something based on their experience. For 
example, when people learn English with technology. Technology gives 
easiest way for people. In the other words, the technology offers access, 
authenticity, and insights (Egan, 1999). Vlog is one of technology which is 
currently used to increase speaking (Maulidah, 2017).  
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Moreover, Technology also provides viewers with many media to learn 
English especially for enhancing speaking skill (Safitri, 2017). According 
Tarigan(1990:3-4) defines that speaking is a language skill that is developed in 
child life, which is produced by listening skill, and at that period speaking 
skill is learned. 
Hornby explained that speaking is “to say exactly what you think, in every 
direct way (2003). It means that speaking is skill that has meaning which 
appears directly from our mind to convey messages to other people. In other 
words, speaking a way to say what you feel now, and it is appears from our 
mind. Wilson (1983: 5) defines speaking as development of the relationship 
between speaker and listener. Furthermore, Tarigan  (1990: 8) said that 
“Berbicara adalah cara untuk berkomunikasi yang berpengaruh hidup kita 
sehari-hari”. It means that speaking as the way of communication influences 
our individual life strongly.    
Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves 
producing and receiving and processing information (Brown,1994; Burns & 
Joyce, 1997). It means that speaking is a basic of person skill that developed 
in child life which is produce language that has meaning and can be 
understood by other people about what the speaker says. So we can 
communicate with others with produce some text that meaningful also can 
produce, receive and process the information. 
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Speaking is the most crucial skill to be learnt, as themillineal viewers, they 
tend to use media to supporttheir learning in English (Safitri,2017). Heinich 
and Molenda (2002) said that the medium, media (plural) is delivered from the 
Latin medium between the term refers to anything that carrier information 
between a source and a receiver. Films, television, radio, audio recordings, 
photographs, project visuals, printed materials, and the like are media 
communication. Based on it, one media that used by viewers is Vlog as a 
project visual. Kirschner (2012) says Vlog is a form of blogging which the 
main mediumis video, short for video blogging. In this thesis, writer use vlog 
as a media. Vlog is a visual project and form of blogging which the main 
medium is video, short for video blogging. Vlog defines as the video 
component (Gunelius, 2012) that provides a series of online broadcasts which 
is allowing everyone to create and post content (Biel, J. &Gatica-Perez, D, 
2010) and considers it as video collections that serve both as an audiovisual 
life documentary and as a vehicle for communication. Furthermore, Sun, Yu-
Chih (2009) define it as a site in which authors post stories and or information 
about certain topic in the form of video. 
 A vlog is a portmanteau of the words video and blog (blog stands for web 
and log). Furthermore, one strategy in the use of Video Blog or known as 
Vlog through YouTube as a video sharing website by watching it (Safitri, 
2017). YouTube, which is currently the biggest video content sharing platform 
with over one billion users (Brain, 2016). Vlogbecomes popular to reach the 
masses. Netizens are familiarwith Vlog because it is easy to assess 
throughSmartphone, iPad or tablet (Danova, 2004). It means that vlog is a 
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visual project that can used as a media like YouTube as a video website 
sharing. It become popular and familiar to viewers because its easy to asses 
through smartphone, ipad or tablet.  
In addition, most of vlog is using English. English were taught as the 
foreign language in Indonesia, but this language became an international 
language in the world (Safitri, 2017). Although they speaks in English, people 
will use their own dialect in their speaking. Furthermore in Indonesia, the 
official language is Indonesian but Indonesians speak in regional language in 
their daily activity. For example, Java which is one of the biggest island in 
Indonesia has a regional language called Javanese and people in Java use it to 
communicate with others in their daily activities. The speakers of Javanese 
reach until 75,7 million in 2001 (Wedhawati, 2006) and reach until 84,377,600 
at 2018 (ethnologue,2000). 
 Javanese is an Austronesia language that used by people for 
communication (Rosyanawati, 2013). This language develops in every region 
in Java based on the geographic dialects because of the wide range of the 
Javanese speakers. Soedjito (1981) says that Javanese language has some 
geographic dialects. Ras (1994) says that there are actually just three main 
dialects of Javanese. These three dialects are: Western Javanese, Central 
Javanese, Eastern Javanese. 
Furthermore, in this thesis the writer focused on Western Javanese 
(Banyumasan Dialect Javanese) or BDJ. It is different from Javanese 
(Surakarta and Yogyakarta dialect). Rosyanawati (2014) says in BDJ, the 
vocal a [ʌ] is pronounced by the same sound a [ʌ] not o [ɒ].While in Surakarta 
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and Yogyakarta dialect, the vocal a is pronounced by sound o [ɒ]. People in 
Surakarta and Yogyakarta will pronounce sego (rice) [s ə gɒ](rice), while in 
the area of Banyumas, people will pronounce, sega [s ə gʌ] (rice) rather than, 
sego [s ə gɒ].  Another characteristic is that BDJ words ended in consonant are 
fully pronounced. For example, the word bapak in Javanese dialects 
pronounced bapak [bʌpʌ?] but in BDJ it is pronounced bapak [bʌpʌk] with 
clear sound of [k]. That is why the BDJ is known as Ngapak or Ngapak-
ngapak. Herusatoto (2008:06)says “Disebut ngapak karena, pengucapan 
vocal a dan o, konsonan b, d, k, g, h, y, l dan w sangat mantab (luged), tegas, 
lugas dan tidak mengambang (ampang)” In English, there are some words 
omissions in the pronunciation.   
Furthermore, there are some previous research which conducted about 
Viewers Perceptions, Dialect, Banyumasan Dialect, and Vlog. The first 
previous research conducted by Rosyanawati (2014) in her thesis about 
Banyumasan Dialect. The result of the research wasthe differences in sound 
system between English and Banyumas dialect of Javanese, the result are (1) 
there are some sounds in English resemble with Banyumas Dialect of 
Javanese, (2) some English sounds are absents in Banyumasan Dialect of 
Javanese sounds system, and () some Banyumas Dialect of Javanese sounds 
are absent in English sound system. The differences influence students’ 
English Pronunciation. The differences between first language (L1) and 
second language (L) give negative impact in their second language learning. 
When the students face a new system that is different from their system, they 
tend to transfer all their native system into the new one.  
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The second problem is the way Banyumas dialect of Javanese influences 
students’ English pronunciation. From the research result, it can be learnt that 
Banyumas dialect of Javanese influences students’ English ronunciation. The 
influences are categorized into (1) some sounds in English resemble with 
Banyumas Dialect of Javanese, (2) some English sounds are absent in 
Banyumas Dialect of Javanese sound system, () special characteristics in 
Banyumas Dialect of Javanese sound system influence students’ English 
pronunciation, () the characteristics of Banyumas people read the word as 
spelled. 
Based on the previous research, researcher’s thesis have similarities and 
differences on her thesis. The similarity is researcher also find the influences 
of Banyumasan Dialect with English Pronunciation.The differences is 
researcher interest to know the response of the netizen about Dialect 
Banyumasan English Vlog by 7th Grade English Students of IAIN Surakarta 
because want to know does Banyumasan people difficult to speak English in 
Banyumasan English Vlog. 
So, the researcher would like to conduct a research entitled “The Viewers’ 
Perception to Dialect Banyumasan English VLOG by Click Sinau on 
YouTube”. 
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B. Problem Limitation 
In this thesis, the research is from Banyumasan English Vlog that made by 
Click Sinau Account on YouTube and the viewers are from English Students 
and Communication Students at 7th grade of IAIN Surakarta. So, the writer 
focused on the perceptions of viewers to dialect Banyumasan English Vlog. 
 
C. Problem Identification 
In this thesis, the researcher describes the viewers’ perceptions to dialect 
banyumasan English vlog by Click Sinau on YouTube. 
 
D. Problem Statement 
The main problems of this research are to know the perceptions of the 
viewers about Dialect Banyumasan English Vlog by Click Sinau on YouTube. 
The problem statements of this research can be formulated as follows : 
“What are the viewers’ perceptions to dialect Banyumasan English Vlog 
by Click Sinau on YouTube?” 
 
E. Objective of the study 
The research is conducted with the objective is follow: 
To know and explain the viewers’ perception to dialect Banyumasan 
English Vlog by Click Sinau on YouTube. 
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F. The benefits of the study 
1. Theoretically 
a. Give enrichment reference about viewers’ perceptions.  
b. Give enrichment references about measure viewers’ perceptions.  
c. Other researchers will get and make it to be references to do research 
which uses same topic in viewers’ perceptions and Dialect Banyumasan 
English Vlog. 
2. Practically 
1. For the viewers 
The result of this thesis is giving the viewer’s more information 
and knowledge about Banyumasan Dialect that different with another 
language.  
b. For the researcher 
The result of this thesis is giving the writer more knowledge about 
Banyumasan Dialect of Javanese that difference from other language. 
The writer also has more information about the viewer’s perceptions 
about dialect Banyumasan English Vlog. So, the writer would have 
more information about the Banyumasan Dialect of Javanese from 
Banyumasan English Vlog. 
c. For other researchers 
The result of the research is giving more information, knowledge 
and some input when they want to analyzed Banyumasan Dialect 
toward Banyumasan English Vlog. 
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G. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Viewers Perceptions 
Viewers is a person who watches something (Cambridge, 2018), the 
synonyms of viewers is audience. 
Haryanto (2015) said the definition of perception is the process of 
how people experienced on what they viewed through sensory receptors 
 
2. Banyumasan Dialect 
Banyumas Dialect of Javanese (BDJ) is a language that is used by 
people in Banyumas region. The application of BDJ includes Banyumas 
regency, Pekalongan regency and west side of Kedu regency 
(Wedhawati, 2006). Banyumas region consist of Cilacap, Purwokerto, 
Banyumas, Banjarnegara and Purbalingga. There are three main dialects 
of Banyumasan language and each of them has some sub-dialect: North 
area (Tegalan), South area (Banyumasan), and Banten. The Tegalan 
dialect is spoken in northern areas of Banyumasan: Tanjung, 
Ketanggungan, Larangan, Brebes, Slawi, Moga, Pemalang, Surodadi and 
Tegal. The Banyumasan dialect is spoken in southern areas: Bumiayu, 
KarangPucung, Cilacap, Nusakambangan Island, Kroya, Ajibarang, 
Wangon, Purwokerto, Purbalingga, Bobotsari, Banjarnegara, Purwareja, 
Kebumen and Gombong. TheBanten dialect is spoken in north Banten 
(Wedhawati, 2006). 
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3. Vlog 
Kirschner (2012) Vlog is a form of blogging which the main 
medium is video, short for video blogging. Vlog defines as the video 
component (Gunelius, 2012) that provides a series of online broadcasts 
(Molyneaux, H., Gibson, K., O'Donnell, S. & Singer, 2008) which is 
allowing everyone to create and post content (Biel, J. &Gatica-Perez, D, 
2010) and considers it as video collections that serve both as an 
audiovisual life documentary and as a vehicle for communication. In 
addition, Sun, Yu-Chih (2009) define it as a site in which authors post 
stories and or information about certain topic in the form of video. A vlog 
is a portmanteau of the words video and blog (blog stands for web and 
log). 
 
4. Lingua Franca 
Majanen (2008) says lingua franca is a spoken, dynamically 
evolving variety of Englishextending over all Kachru's circles, thus 
concerning both nonnative and nativespeakers of English. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORY 
 
A. Review on viewers 
1. Definition of viewers 
Viewers is a person who watches something (Cambridge, 2018), 
the synonyms of viewers is audience. McQuail (1987:215) says audience 
is person forming the readers, listeners, viewers for different media. He 
stresses the „fundamentally dual character‟ of the audience as a collectivity 
which is formed either in response to media (channels and content) or out 
of independently existing social forces (when it corresponds to an existing 
social group or category or the result of activities by a social group to 
provide itself with its own channels of communication media). Often it is 
inextricably both at the same time. 
McQuail (1987:219) says audience is the pre-existence of an 
active, interactive and largely autonomous social group which is served by 
particular media, but does not depend on the media for its existence. The 
activities of audiences, it is asserted, cannot usefully be separated from the 
activities of publics; the citizen-viewer (Corner, 1991) supplants the 
opposition of citizen and consumer. Furthermore Silverstone (1990) 
declares, the audience is a potentially crucial pivot for the understanding 
of a whole range of social and cultural processes that bear on the central 
questions of public communication ... [which are] essentially questions of 
culture. It means, a viewer is a person who watches something with 
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different media who potentially crucial pivot for understanding of a whole 
range of social and cultural prosses. 
 
B. Review on Perceptions 
1. Definition of perceptions 
Perception plays an important role in learning process. Haryanto 
(2015) said the definition of perception is the process of how people 
experienced on what they viewed through sensory receptors. The 
definition was supported by (Pramestiya, 2013) as he defined perception 
as process of thinking or feeling something. Perception is the process 
where people interpreted something based on their own experience as the 
result of stimuli in producing information (Safitri, 2017). 
The information that have processed by people may be eliminated 
or accepted by sensory receptors. Perception related to experience on how 
people do activities or to certain objects around. Thus, the object 
considered by senses or body into some reflections. Based on the above 
theory it can be summarized that perception is important role in learning 
process. It also process of thinking or feeling something where people 
interpreted something based on their experience. 
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2. Evaluating Perceptions 
The notion of evaluation the perceptions contained interms of (a) 
subjectivity (b) gradability (c) polarity (Traugott, 1997; Aijmer, 1998; 
Gisborne, 1998; Usoniene, 2002). 
a. Subjectivity 
The first notion is subjectivityevaluationwhichcontains the 
speaker‟s reservations about giving an unqualified, or categoricall 
information. The characterizing pattern are look,seem, and appearused 
copulatively describes our impressions, which are evaluativelyand not 
necessarily true to facts. 
b. Gradability 
A feature of gradation finds its expression in the intensity of the 
quality/property predicated, which can be measured.The observations 
based on the analysis of the look,seem, and appear. 
It has suggested distinguishing between the same three degrees as 
inthe comparison of adjectives: Positive that can be further subdivided 
into neutral (expressed by the use of phrases with units like that way, 
all that special/sweet) and value-estimated expressions 
(alittleabstract/dense/naive, half bad, much the same, etc.); 
Comparativegoing down (containing degree words like less) and up 
(more);Superlative is most. 
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c. Polarity 
A feature of polarity has been checked only on the analysis of 
structures wherelook, seem, and appearare directly followed by the 
article.Thus, a preliminary analysis suggests distinguishing the 
following sub-typesof evaluation: Negative (amess/ fool/ proper 
Charlie/ fright/ bastard/ disadvantage/ wicked person, asome what 
daunting task, a very gloomy picture, a complete idiot, etc.); 
Positive (a picture/ first-rate/ the fittest man, very good/ distinguished/ 
attractive, amost suitable side, a much more appropriate focus, etc.); 
Relatively neutral with latent connotations (much the same/the 
way/type, part of, thecity type, a simple one, a huge joke, a long way 
off, a million miles away, a fairly straight forward task, a natural 
progression, etc.) 
Ankur (2015) says that Likert scale is applied as one of the most 
fundamental and frequently used psychometric tools ineducational and 
social sciences research. Simultaneously, it is also subjected to a lot of 
debatesand controversies in regards with the analysis and inclusion of 
points on the scale. With thiscontext, through reviewing the available 
literature and then clubbing the received information withcoherent 
scientific thinking, this paper attempts to gradually build a construct 
around Likert scale.This analytical review begins with the necessity of 
psychometric tools like Likert scale anditsvariants and focuses on 
some convoluted issues like validity, reliability and analysis of the 
scale. 
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Tabel.1 Rubric of Evaluating The Perceotions by Likert 
No. Statement Perceptions 
VA A N D VD 
1.        
2.       
3.       
4.       
Etc       
Total       
 
Nasir (2005) says the ways to measuring the perceptions using 
Likert scale are : 
1) The score to positive questions: 1 (very disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 
(neutral), 4 (agree), 5 (very agree).  
2) The score to negative questions: 1 (Very agree), 2 (agree), 3 (Neutral), 4 
(Disagree), 5 (very disagree). 
Formula: T x Pn  
T = Total Responden 
Pn = The number of Likert Score 
The calculation are summed to get results. 
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Interpretation score 
To get the result, find the lowest score (X) and the highest (Y). The 
formulas is: 
 X = lowest score x total responden 
 Y= highest score x total responden 
 
 Index % Formula = Total score / Y x Total Responden 
 
 Pre result 
 Before get the result, we must find the interval and percent 
interpretation to know the percent interval score (I).  
 Interval Formula: 
 I = Total responden / Total score (Likert) 
 The interval is from 0% - 10%  
 The criteria : 
1) 0% - 1,99% = very disagree 
2) 2% - 3,99% = disagree 
3) 4% - 5,99% = neutral 
4) 6% - 7,99% = agree 
5) 8% - 10% = very agree 
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 Result Formula: 
Total score / Y x Total responden 
From the therory above, in this thesis the researcher using the nazir 
theory to measuring the viewers perceptions to Dialect Banyumasan 
English Vlog by Click Sinau on YouTube. 
 
C. Review on Speaking Skill 
1. Definition of speaking Skill 
Tarigan (1990:3-4) defines that speaking is a language skill that is 
developed in child life, which is produced by listening skill, and at that 
period speaking skill is learned.Speaking is the productive skill. It could 
not be separated from listening. When we speak we produce the text and it 
should be meaningful. In the nature of communication, we can find the 
speaker, the listener, the message and the feedback. Speaking could not be 
separated from pronunciation as it encourages learners to learn the English 
sounds. 
Hornby has explained that speaking is “to say exactly what you 
think, in every direct way. It means that speaking is skill that has meaning 
which appears directly from our mind to convey messages to other people. 
In other words, speaking a way to say what you feel now, and it is appears 
from our mind. (A S Hornby, 2003 : 1289) 
Ladouse (1991) state that speaking is described as the activity as 
the ability to express oneself in the situation, or the activity to report acts, 
or situation in precise words or the ability to converse or to express a 
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sequence of ideas fluently. Furthermore, Tarigan  (1990: 8) said that 
“Berbicara adalah cara untuk berkomunikasi yang berpengaruh hidup 
kitasehari-hari”. It means that speaking as the way of communication 
influences our individual life strongly.    
Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that 
involves producing and receiving and processing information 
(Brown,1994; Burns & Joyce, 1997). It means that speaking is a basic of 
person skill that developed in child life which is produce language that has 
meaning and can be understood by other people about what the speaker 
says. So we can communicate with others with produce some text that 
meaningful also can produce, receive and process the information. 
Brown and Yule saysthere are three function of speaking, “…three 
partversion of Brown and Yule‟s framework (after Jones 1996 & Burns 
1998): talksas interaction: talk as transaction: talk as performance. 
a) Talk as interaction 
Talk as interaction refers to what we said as conversation. It is 
aninteractive communication which done spontaneous by two or 
moreperson. This is about how people try to convey his message to 
otherpeople. Therefore, they must use speaking skill to communicate 
to otherperson. The main intention in this function is social 
relationship. The focusis more on the speakers and how they wish to 
present themselves to eachother than on the message. 
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b) Talk as transaction 
In talk as transaction is focus more on message that conveyed 
and makingothers person understand what we want convey, by 
clearly and accurately.In this type of spoken language, students and 
teacher usually focus onmeaning or talking what their way to 
understanding rather than interaction. 
c) Talk as performance 
In this case, speaking activities is focus more on monolog rather 
thandialog. The function of speaking as performance happened at 
speeches,public talks, public announcements, retell story, telling 
story and so on. 
Brown (2004) says there are 5 basic types of classroom speaking 
performance, they are: 
a. Imitative 
In this type of speaking assessment, the ability to imitate a 
word,phrase, and sentence pronunciation is main criteria being 
tested andassessed. Imitation of this kind is carried out not for 
the purpose ofmeaningful interaction, but for focusing on some 
particular element oflanguage form. The example of imitative 
speaking test is wordrepetition task. 
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b. Intensive 
Intensive speaking goes one step beyond imitative includes 
anyspeaking performance that is designed to practice some 
phonologicalor grammatical aspect of language. Example of 
intensive assessmenttask include: dialogue and sentence 
completion, reading aloud,directed response tasks, and picture-
cued task. 
c. Responsive 
Responsive assessment task include interaction and 
testcomprehension but somewhat limited level of very 
shortconversations, standards greeting and small talk, simple 
requests andcomments, and the like. The example of 
responsive speaking taskinclude: paraphrasing, giving 
directions and instruction, and questionand answer. 
d. Interactive 
Interactive speaking is similar to responsive one, the 
differencesbetween them is the length and complexity of the 
interaction whichsometimes includes multiple exchanges 
and/or participants. Theinteraction can take two forms of 
transactional language which carriedout for the purpose of 
conveying or exchanging specific informationand interpersonal 
exchanges which carried out more for the purpose of 
maintaining social relationship than for transmission of facts 
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andinformation. For instance: interviews, role lays, games, 
discussions. 
e. Extensive (Monologues) 
Extensive oral production tasks include speeches, oral 
presentations,and story-telling, during which the opportunity for 
oral interactionfrom listeners is either highly limited (perhaps to 
nonverbal responses)or ruled out altogether. Language style is 
frequently more deliberative(planning is involved) and formal 
for extensive tasks, but we cannotrule out certain informal 
monologas casually deliveredspeech (for example, my vacation 
in the mountains, a recipe foroutstanding pasta primavera, 
recounting the plot of a novel or movie). 
D. Review on Banyumas Dialect of Javanese 
1. The Definition of Dialect 
Language has a system and sub-system that can be understood by 
thespeaker. But, the speaker of the language is a group of people and the 
form of language becomes vary. The variation of language is called as 
dialect. Dialect is also a term which is often applied to forms of language, 
particularly those spoken in more isolated parts of the world, which have 
no written form. This statement is supported by Zulaeha (2010) in her 
book, she says that dialect is used to explain the differentiation of 
linguistics system from one language to others. Herusatoto (2008) says 
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that dialect is variation of a language that become basic of the 
development from new different form of vocabulary, accent and idiom. 
Zulaeha (2010) says that the word dialect comes from Greek which 
has a same meaning of accent. When people talk about dialect, surely it 
will relate with accent. Accent usually related with pronunciation of the 
speaker (Widiarti, 2002). In common usage, people using dialect and 
accent together. They think that dialect and accent is the same. Actually 
they are different, but dialects and accent is van not be separate. Dialects 
and accents frequently merge into one another. Crystal (2003) says that an 
accent is the cumulative auditory effect of those features of pronunciation 
that identify where a person is from, regionally or socially. 
It means,dialect as variation of language closely related to accent 
andpronunciation that differentiate one language community from others 
in the formof accent, vocabulary, and idiom.An Accent may identify the 
locality in which its speakers live, the ethnicity of the speaker, their socio-
economic status, their social class or caste. It alsoreflect the personality of 
the speaker.Banyumas dialect is one of the dialects. It has a special and 
strong accent. When Banyumas people speak, we can know the 
characteristic of Banyumas people because language is the reflection of 
the speaker. 
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2. Javanese Dialects 
Javanese that we used for make communication has been 
developed because some factors. They are geographic, historical, political 
and cultural factor. In Indonesia the number of Javanese is excessively. 
The speaker of Javanese spread almost in the entire region in Indonesia. 
The speakers of Javanese reach until 75,7 million in 2001 
(Wedhawati,2006) and reach until 84,377,600 at 2018 (ethnologue,2000). 
Wide range of the speaker number of Javanese language make this 
language developed in every region proper with the geographic condition. 
Soedjito (1986)says,Javanese language has some geographic 
dialects. Ras (1994) says that there are actually just three main dialects of 
Javanese. These three dialects are: Western Javanese, Central Javanese, 
Eastern Javanese. 
a. Western Javanese 
These dialects are spoken in the western parts of the isle of Java. 
The main difference is how the a in open syllables are pronounced. 
These are not pronounced as o [ɒ], but rather as a [ʌ]. Therefore these 
western dialects are also called ngapak dialects. However many 
western Javanese speakers resent this name and would say, that this 
name only refers to the Banyumasan dialect. 
The Javanese language variety in Banyumas region is called 
Banyumas Dialect of Javanese (BDJ). BDJ is mainly spoken in 
Banyumas, Pekalongan and Kedu residency Wedhawati (2006).There 
are four subdialects:The dialect of Banyumas-Bagelèn, The dialect of 
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Indramayu-Cirebon, The dialect of Tegal-Brebes-Pekalongan, The 
dialect of Banten. 
b. Central Javanese 
Central Javanese today forms the standard for the Javanese 
language. The standard was first based on the speech of the royal 
cities of Surakarta (Solo) and Yogyakarta.There are also four 
subdialects:The dialect of Surakarta and Yogyakarta, The dialect of 
Madiun-Kedhiri-Blitar, The dialect of Semarang-Demak-Kudus-
Jepara, The dialect of Blora-Rembang-Pati. 
c. Eastern Javanese 
The eastern Javanese dialects are spoken east of Kertosono. The 
Brantas River forms the isogloss of the eastern dialects. There are only 
two subdialects here:The dialect of Surabaya-Malang-Pasuruan, The 
dialect of Banyuwangi. 
 
3. Banyumas Dialect of Javanese 
Banyumas Dialect of Javanese (BDJ) is a language that is used by 
people in Banyumas region. The application of BDJ includes 
Banyumasregency, Pekalongan regency and west side of Kedu regency 
(Wedhawati, 2006). Banyumas region consist of Cilacap, Purwokerto, 
Banyumas, Banjarnegara and Purbalingga. There are three main dialects of 
Banyumasan language and each of them has some sub-dialect: North area 
(Tegalan), South area (Banyumasan), and Banten. The Tegalan dialect is 
spoken in northern areas of Banyumasan: Tanjung, Ketanggungan, 
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Larangan, Brebes, Slawi, Moga, Pemalang, Surodadi and Tegal. The 
Banyumasan dialect is spoken in southern areas: Bumiayu, KarangPucung, 
Cilacap, Nusakambangan Island, Kroya, Ajibarang, Wangon, Purwokerto, 
Purbalingga, Bobotsari, Banjarnegara, Purwareja, Kebumen and 
Gombong. The Banten dialect is spoken in north Banten (Wedhawati, 
2006). 
Geographically, the range of Banyumas is started from southwest 
of Central Java province. On the west side, Banyumas is bordered by West 
Java Province with Citanduy river as teritory border (Rosyanawati, 2013). 
On the south side Banyumas is bordered by Hindia ocean. Bagelen region  
( Kebumen regency ) is the border on the south east side and Wonosobo 
regency is the border on the east side. While on the north side, Banyumas 
is bordered by Pekalongan, Pemalang, Tegal and Brebes regency 
(Herusatoto, 2008) Language is the reflection of the nation culture. It is 
show the identity of the speaker. Herusatoto (2008) said that Banyumas is 
Adoh ratu cedhek watu. It means that Banyumas is far away from the 
Javanese kingdom (Yogyakarta and Surakarta) affection and close with the 
nature. Based on the historical feature, there is no one kingdom that placed 
in Banyumas. The language is used by Banyumas people is ancient 
Javanese and it becomes second language in Banyumas. The language is 
called Basa Ngapak.  
Herusatoto (2008: 06) says “Disebut ngapak karena, pengucapan 
vocal a dan o, konsonan b, d, k, g, h, y, l dan w sangat mantab (luged), 
tegas, lugas dan tidak mengambang (ampang)”. 
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From the language that is used, it‟s a marker that Banyumas culture 
has not contact with kingdom culture (kraton). The application of BDJ is 
different with Javanese. The strong accent that people Banyumas spoke is 
very strong. This situation makes some people judge that BDJ is different 
and funny. 
The dialect shows the characteristics of Banyumas people. The 
characteristic of Javanese language is simple. It is appropriate with 
Banyumas people with simple characteristic. BDJ is the most simple 
dialect than others Javanese dialect. Because there is no variation in the 
BDJ sounds and the pronunciation of the sounds is very strong and thick. 
In BDJ, it is called cowag. Banyumas people always speak with loud and 
clear sound. They speak loudly with clear meaning and simple sentence. 
For example; inyong kencot It means I‟m hungry, aja kaya kuwe It means 
don‟t do that.  Furthermore,Banyumas people have another characteristic 
called egaliter and blakasuta. It has others variations called blak-blakan 
and thokmelong. It means that Banyumas people always say what they 
want to say immediately. They are speaking based on the reality with 
aloud sound and speak the word appropriate with the written form.  
Madiwarsito (1979:106) in his opinion about definition of 
blakasuta says 
“kata blaka berasal dari bahasa Jawa kuno, yakni balaka dan juga 
bahasa Sansekerta walaka yang bermakna terus terang, jujur, lurus, tanpa 
ditutup-tutupi. Kata suta berarti anak, sehingga istilah blakasuta 
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mengandung makna berbicara secara terus terang, sepertianak yang 
masih murni, lugu dan APA ADANYA.”. 
 
E. Review on Vlog 
1. The Definition of Vlog 
According to Kirschner (2012) Vlog is a form of blogging which 
the main medium is video, short for video blogging. Vlog defines as the 
video component (Gunelius, 2012) that provides a series of online 
broadcasts (Molyneaux, H., Gibson, K., O'Donnell, S. & Singer, 2008) 
which is allowing everyone to create and post content (Biel, J. &Gatica-
Perez, D, 2010) and considers it as video collections that serve both as an 
audiovisual life documentary and as a vehicle for communication. In 
addition, Sun, Yu-Chih (2009) define it as a site in which authors post 
stories and or information about certain topic in the form of video. A vlog 
is a portmanteau of the words video and blog (blog stands for web and 
log). 
Gao, W (2010) says that vlog entries are made regularlyand often 
combine embedded video or a video link with supporting text, images,and 
other metadata. In recent years, vlogging has gained much attention 
worldwide, especially with Google‟s acquisition of YouTube in November 
2006 for $1.65 billion. YouTube is a popular vlog site that lets users 
upload, tag, and share video clips thereby making them known to the 
world. Furthermore, video can show a lot more than text, vlogs provide a 
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much more expressive medium for vloggers than text-blogs in whichto 
communicate with the outer world. 
2. Banyumasaan English Vlog 
An English video vlog that include audio-visual clips about travel 
update, instructional video, personal commentaries, science, etc. This Vlog 
is using BDJ to delivered the content because BDJ have different from 
standart Javanese (Surakarta and Yogyakarta dialect).  BDJ words ended in 
consonant are fully pronounced. For example, the word bapak in Javanese 
dialects pronounced bapak [bʌpʌ?] but in BDJ it is pronounced bapak 
[bʌpʌk] with clear sound of [k]. That is why the BDJ is known as Ngapak 
or Ngapak-ngapak. So, this Vlog is different from another English Vlog 
that have been upload in YoutTube. This Vlog is very interesting to 
watched. According to the definition, the researcher want to know the 
viewers response about Banyumasan English Vlog because the Vlog is anti 
mainstream. 
 
F. The Previous Research 
There have been some previous research which analyzing about dialect, 
banyumasan dialect,vlog and viewers. To valid this research, researcher 
explained the differences and the similarity between this research and the 
previous research. The firstprevious research is from FajarRosyanawati about 
An Analysis of Banyumasan Dialect of Javanese Influence on Students‟ 
English Pronunciation (A Describtive Study on The Students‟ English 
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Pronunciation In Language Program of SMA Negeri 1 Cilacap in The 
Academic Year of 2013/2014).  
The objective of the research was How is the sound system of 
Banyumas Dialect of Javanese different from English, How does Banyumas 
Dialect of Javanese influence students‟ English pronunciation. Based on the 
objective of the research, the result was the differences in sound system 
between English and Banyumas dialect of Javanese, the result are (1) there 
are some sounds in English resemble with Banyumas Dialect of Javanese, (2) 
some English sounds are absents in Banyumasan Dialect of Javanese sounds 
system, and () some Banyumas Dialect of Javanese sounds are absent in 
English sound system. The differences influence students‟ English 
Pronunciation. The differences between first language (L1) and second 
language (L) give negative impact in their second language learning. When 
the students face a new system that is different from their system, they tend to 
transfer all their native system into the new one. The second problem is the 
way Banyumas dialect of Javanese influences students‟ English 
pronunciation. From the research result, it can be learnt that Banyumas dialect 
of Javanese influences students‟ English ronunciation. The influences are 
categorized into (1) some sounds in English resemble with Banyumas 
Dialect of Javanese, (2) some English sounds are absent in Banyumas Dialect 
of Javanese sound system, () special characteristics in Banyumas Dialect of 
Javanese sound system influence students‟ English pronunciation, () the 
characteristics of Banyumas people read the word as spelled. 
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The second previous research is from Izzah Maulidah about Vlog: the 
Mean to Improve Students‟ Speaking Ability. The result of the research are 
Vlog significantly improves students‟ speaking ability. It can boost students‟ 
encouragement by providing fun and accesable learning process. In addition, 
it promotes good presentation in students‟ speaking performance. They will 
be able to interact in authentic environment to get a lot of exposure in 
speaking. In addition, students get a chance to build up their autonomous 
learning. Those several things bring students to enhance their progress in 
speaking ability. For further discussion, the role of vlogs as media of teaching 
with its practical concept such approach used or techniques implemented can 
be interesting. Others, content analysis on vlog project result in terms of 
language used by the students which errors or pattern may be found is also 
brilliant. The discussion of vlogs is still warm and it has wide room to debate 
in the way of process and its existence as the media of learning. 
The third is from Joan-IsaacBiel and DanielGatica-Perez about voice 
of vlogging. The result arefirst, original analysis of conversational vlogs from 
YouTube based on the automatic characterization of vloggers‟ nonverbal 
behavior. In a case study, we investigated two ways of using these cues to 
measure the nonverbal behavior of vloggers as it relates to their popularity 
and that of their videos. Our analysis show medium size effect correlations (r 
≈ 0.30) for three of the proposed nonverbal cues on different samples of our 
dataset. Although the observed correlations are somehow weak, our results 
disclose findings regarding the suitability of the proposed nonverbal audio 
cues, the reliability of using raw metadata statistics to measure the outcome 
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of vlogging, and the challenge of finding proper analytical strategies to 
measure the effect of nonverbal behavior in vlogs. Future work may 
investigation the use of nonverbal behavior to study other social psychology 
constructs related to vlogging, which will likely require human judgments 
complementary to the video metadata. 
The fourth is from Daeun Kim about Vlog as a branding tool. The 
result are the project has proved that a video blog is an efficient branding and 
marketing tool for a brand, which impacts consumer engagement. Throughout 
this project, it was shown that the video blog channel helps to create the 
brand and grow with the brand. Consistently repeating the cycle of creating 
the brand‟s vlog and engaging consumers and getting their feedback helps the 
brand to monitor its path and to improve. The process also helps consumers to 
communicate their needs to the brand to gain better consumer experience.  
Additionally, watching a video blog is fast and instant so consumers learn 
about the brand faster than about any other tangible products. Personable 
content such as a video blog approaches every consumer and connects the 
brand and consumers. 
The Fifth is from Christelle Combe and Tatiana Codreanu about 
Vlogging: a new channel for language learning and intercultural exchanges. 
The result are Our case study, through the example of a vlog („texfrancais‟ 
channel), shows the potential of new multimedia and multimodal interactions 
for informal foreign language practicing and learning. On the one hand, vlogs 
offer opportunities for speaking skills, digital literacy skills, multilingual peer 
learning, and opinion conflicts through cultural stereotypes, and intercultural 
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skills. On the other hand, vlogs are limited by the ethical aspects of social 
networks and by the linguistic skills of social network users. In a formal 
teaching context, „texfrancais‟ channel can be a resource for teachers in order 
to think abou the potential of a multimodal interactive platform to practice a 
language and develop digital literacy skills. 
The sixth is from Callum Chapple and Fiona Cownie about An 
investigation into viewers‟ trust in and response towards disclosed paid-for 
endorsements by YouTube lifestyle Vloggers. The result are This study aimed 
to investigate viewers‟ trust in and response towards disclosed paid-for 
endorsements by YouTuber lifestyle vloggers. Trust was explored in terms of 
viewers‟ perception of vlogger credibility (Morgan and Hunt 1994). The 
research demonstrated that lifestyle vloggers are considered as highly credible 
sources by their avid viewers, with Ohanian‟s (1990) drivers of source 
credibility, trustworthiness, attractiveness and expertise. Additional driving 
factors, authenticity and relationship features, were also highlighted. 
Perceived trustworthiness and authenticity were most evident in perceptions 
of vloggers, linking to the open and honest nature of recording and sharing 
one‟s personal life. In exploring their sponsorships, it was found that the 
vloggers‟ disclosure enhanced the avid viewers‟ perception of trustworthiness 
and authenticity, whilst reducing the perception of opportunistic behaviour. 
This increased the lifestyle vloggers‟ credibility, resulting in increased 
acceptance of the endorsement message. Vlogger expertise loosely increased 
due to sponsorship disclosure. Where there was no pre-existing relationship 
with the vlogger, the perception of opportunistic behaviour dominated. This 
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arose as viewers were unable to judge credibility, resulting in greater focus on 
financial incentives. Additional features such as message valence, 
transparency and frequency were also seen to affect disclosure acceptance. 
The similarity of this thesis with the previous research are using 
Banyumasan Dialect as the source of data and use vlog as a media. The 
differences is researcher interest to know the perceptions of the viewers about 
Dialect Banyumasan English Vlog. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Method of The Research 
This research is using descriptive qualitative. Research that uses 
information that is explained in narrative form, the existing data cannot be 
expressed in terms of numbers but form an explanation that describes the 
condition, processes, and specific events (Subagyo, 1991: 94). Denzim (2005) 
state that qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, 
attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the 
meanings people bring to them.  In this thesis, the researcher wants to know 
the viewers’ perceptions  to dialect Banyumasan English VLOG by Click 
Sinau on YouTube.  
 
B. The Data Resource 
The researcher collected the data from two kinds of sources as follow: 
1. Data 
In this research, the data is the viewers perceptions to dialect 
Banyumasan English Vlog by Click Sinau on YouTube.  
2. Source of the data  
a. Respondence 
The respondence were the viewers from 7th Grade English 
Education Students (2 person), and Communication Students of IAIN 
Surakarta (1 person). The researcher ask them as an respondence 
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because this thesis was about english language and media (vlog), so 
the english students represent of the english  language, and the 
communication students represent of the media (vlog). 
b. Document 
The document of the data in this research were video and writing 
document (Questionnaire) of viewers perceptions to dialect 
Banyumasan English Vlog by Click Sinau on YouTube. 
 
C. The Setting of the Research 
1. Place of research 
The research was conducted at Warung Es Buah 
Mbentoyong. It is located in Jalan Pandawa, Dusun IV, Pucangan, 
Sukoharjo. 
2. Time of research 
The researcher started the research on March 2018. The 
activities were begun by proposing design of research, the pre-
survey, reviewing literature, developing instrument, collecting and 
analysis the data, report writing, and submitting the document. 
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D. The Subject of The Research 
The subject of this research was The Banyumasan English VLOG 
by Click Sinau on YouTube. 
 
E. The Technique of Collecting Data 
Based on the view creswell (2009; 178) the technique of collecting 
data in qualitative research involve four basic types. These are 
observation, interview, documentat, and audio-visual material. In this 
research, researcher using interview and observation method. 
1. Interview 
Sugiyono (2006:35) says that interview is a face to face situation in 
which the researcher set out the eclicit information or opinion from a 
subject. In this research, researcher interviewed the viewers of 
banyumasan English vlog.  
2. Questionnaire 
Giesen (2012) state that thar questionnaire development has three. 
The first is that a questionnaire must facilitate the collection of the data 
needed to answer the research questions, which requires the data to be 
valid, reliable and relevant. Then the survey must be as user  friendly 
and convenient as possible for the respondent and interviewer. It must 
be possible to develop, process and modify questionnaire efficiently. It 
may be important to be able to respond rapidly to events and changing 
circumstances for new theme. 
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Siniscalo (2005) says, two important aspects of questionnaire 
design are the structure of the questions and the decisions on the types 
of response formats for each question. It can be classified into three 
structures: close, open-ended, and contingency questions. In this thesis, 
the writer use open-ended questionnaire. The writer will give the 
questionnaire to 3 person 7th Grade English Education Students and 2 
person of Communication Students of IAIN Surakarta. 
a. Documentation 
As stated by Yusuf (2014) documentation was a transcript 
of person or someone creation about pass experiences. This 
document may be in the form of text, picture, photo or video.  In 
this research, the researcher used the questionnaire and dialect 
Banyumasan English vlog (video). 
The researcher collecting the data as follows: 
1. The researcher showed the Dialect Banyumasan English 
VLOG by Click Sinau on YouTube.  
2. The researcher gave questionnaire and interview to the 
viewers. 
3. From the questionnaire and interviewing viewers, the 
researcher gets the data to analysis. 
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F. Trustworthiness of the data 
The trustworthiness of the data can be done by participation 
pronolongation, diligene of research, triangulation, collecting checking, 
and sufficiency of references, negatie case analysis, and member check 
(Moleong, 2000). In this research, researcher will used triangulation. 
Triangulation is a validation which is important for research itself.  
There were 4 kind of triangulations, they were source triangulation, 
investigator, triangulation, method triangulation and theory triangulation 
(Sutopo, 2006) 
1. Source triangulation 
In source triangulation, the writer used many sources or participant 
to get the accuracy of data. 
2. Investigator triangulation 
Investigator triangulation means technique that used more than one 
researcher in collecting and analyzing data. From some researcher’s 
view in interpreting information and collecting the data the validity of 
data can be increased. 
3. Methodological triangulation 
Methodological triangulation refers to researcher uses more than 
one method in the research. Methodological triangulation is making 
different method to get validity of data (Cohen, 2000). 
4. Theoretical triangulation  
Theoretical triangulation means the researcher compared the data 
finding with perspective theory that is relevant.  
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In this research, researcher used Source Triangulation method. The 
source triangulation in this research were; observation, interview and 
questionnaire. First, the researcher did the observation (show the 
dialect Banyumasan English Vlog) to the viewers. Second, the writer 
doing the interview and giving the questionnaire focused on the 
viewers perceptions to dialect Banyumasan English VLOG by Click 
Sinau on YouTube. 
 
G. The Technique of Analyzing Data 
The data in this research was analyzed by using descriptive 
qualitative method. The research used in interactive model of analysis 
involving collecting the data, reducing the data, presenting the data, and 
also drawing conclusion (Sutopo, 2002). The researcher collected the data, 
reduced and presented the data. In reducing the data, the researcher 
rejected meaningless data, so the researcher can get the main point of the 
data. It’s followed by presenting the data; it meant that the researcher 
presented about the data supported with some evidence. 
a. Coding the data 
In the first step, the large amount of data collected started grouping 
or organizing in the same classification by playing over and over. It 
can be categorized based on the same unit and placed into the same 
code. The coding make to answer question from problem formulation.  
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b. Coding of Evaluating Perceptions 
Code:N/F/D/G/Sn. . ./P/VA/T. . . 
Explanation: 
N   : Name 
F   : Female 
D   : Department 
G   : Grade 
Sn   : Statement number 
P   : Perceptions 
VA  : Very Agree 
T   : Total 
The example : Misdini/Female/English Education/7/Statement 
1/Very Agree/Total 25. 
2. Reducing the data 
In this case, researcher reduced the information during the research 
process if the data isn’t important or doesn’t support the data that needed by 
the researcher. 
 
3. Presenting the data  
In this phase, the researcher described the data in description or narrative 
form. This method was used in arranging the information, description, 
narration to write the conclusion. 
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4. Drawing conclusion 
At the last session, drawing conclusion was continuously throught out the 
course of the study. The writer tends to accumulate and formulate the 
interpretations. The researcher did not only write down but also interpreting 
the observation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE RESULT OF THE STUDY 
A. Data Description 
The purpose of this research was to find out the Viewers’ 
Perceptions to Dialect Banyumasan English VLOG by Click Sinau on 
YouTube. This research was conducted at IAIN Surakarta in March 2018. 
As stated in the previous chapter, the writer used descriptive qualitative 
method in analysis of collecting data, reducing data, presenting data, and 
drawing conclusion. This chapter presented the result of the research, 
including data description and data analysis. The data description covered 
the description of Dialect Banyumasan English VLOG by Click Sinau on 
YouTube, while data analysis covered on the viewers’ response of Dialect 
Banyumasan English VLOG by Click Sinau on YouTube. There were 3 
students as the respondencece, 2 students from English Education 
Department, 1 student from Communication Department. 
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B. Data Analysis 
In this section, the technique of data analysis was done by 
processing the result of interview, questionnaire, documentation and 
coding the data through qualitative method. The researcher collected the 
data, reduced and presented the data. In reducing the data, the researcher 
rejected meaningless data, so the researcher can get the main point of the 
data.  
It’s followed by presenting the data; it meant that the researcher 
presented about the data supported with evidences. The process of data 
analyzing as bellow: 
The researcher showed that the VLOG to the viewers to know the 
Viewers’ Perception to Dialect Banyumasan English VLOG by Click 
Sinau on YouTube. (Attachment 2 VLOG)  
a) Script of Vlog 
a. A: “Hi, Hana! Nice to meet you! 
B: “Nice to meet you! 
A: “may I sit there?” 
B: “sure” 
A: “Thanks, How are you today?” 
B: “I’m fine! Because this is the first day after holiday, and you? 
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A: “I’m not happy, because the holiday is so short. 
B: “by the way, how about your holiday?” 
A: “In last holiday, I went to strawberry garden park with my 
family, and how about you?I would like to listen your story about 
holiday” 
B: “I went to Sanggaluri Park with my family and I go there with 
motorcycle, in there I visit museum of money“ 
A: “woah your holiday is so nice! You know? In there, I just 
accompany my little sister and my little brother to played game in 
there..hmm I such a baby sister!” 
B: “by the way, strawberry garden is far” 
A: “yes” 
B: “how did you go there?” 
A: “I went to there with car. You know? When I on the way, I felt 
drunk, but the drunk is go when I arrive in there, and I felt happy. 
How about you feel in there?” 
B: “I felt happy and in there I increase my knowledge about history 
of Indonesian money or rupiah.” 
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A: “Oh my GOD! Mrs. Endah is coming. We continue our 
discussion when break yes?” 
B: “Okay” 
b. A: “hello bro” 
B: “Hello” 
A: “What are you doing here?” 
B: “Enjoying the afternood breeze” 
A: “can I sit there?” 
B: “of course, why not?” 
A: “what did you go on holiday?” 
B: “I am stay in home, and where did you go?” 
A: “I went to depok and what did you do in home?” 
B: “search cartoon, play game, watch cartoon japan. How did you 
go there?” 
A: “I went to depok by bus, what cartoon you search?” 
B: “sword art online, strike the blood, kantai collection, with whom 
did you go?” 
A: “I went to depok with my family” 
B: “what do you feel?” 
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A: “why didn’t you go on vacation?” 
B: “ because nobody invite me on vacation, what was impression 
about the place?” 
A: “its very good, I want to go home, see you tomorrow” 
B: “see you” 
c.  Assalamu’alaikum. Wr. Wb , my name is Afwan Alamsyah. In 
this viedo I want to show you how to insert sim card into 
handphone. First of all, switched off the handphone and remove the 
cover. After that remove the battery and slide the simcard carefully 
into the slot. Put the battery and slide the cover back. Finally, 
switched on the handphone, wait until it’s ready to use. Okay this 
is my video, thanks for watching.  
b) Transcript Video 
a. A: “haɪ, Hana! naɪs tə mit ju!  
B: “naɪs tə mit ju!  
A: “meɪ aɪ sɪt ðɛr?”  
B: “ʃʊr”  
A: “θæŋks, haʊ ər jʊ təˈdeɪ?”  
B: “aɪm faɪn! bɪˈkəz ðɪs ɪz ðə fɜrst deɪ ˈæftər ˈhɑləˌdeɪ, ənd ju?  
A: “aɪm nɑt ˈhæpi, bɪˈkəz ðə ˈhɑləˌdeɪ əz soʊ ʃɔrt.  
B: “baɪ ðə weɪ, haʊ əˈbaʊt jər ˈhɑləˌdeɪ?”  
A: “ɪn læst ˈhɑləˌdeɪ, aɪ wɛnt tə ˈstrɔˌbɛri ˈgɑrdən pɑrk wɪð maɪ 
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ˈfæməli, ənd haʊ əˈbaʊt ju?aɪ wəd laɪk tə ˈlɪsən jər ˈstɔri əˈbaʊt 
ˈhɑləˌdeɪ”  
B: “aɪ wɛnt tə Sanggaluri pɑrk wɪð maɪ ˈfæməli ənd aɪ goʊ ðɛr wɪð 
ˈmoʊtərˌsaɪkəl, ɪn ðɛr aɪ ˈvɪzət mjuˈziəm əv ˈmʌni“  
A: “woah jər ˈhɑləˌdeɪ əz soʊ naɪs! jʊ noʊ? ɪn ðɛr, aɪ ʤəst 
əˈkʌmpəni maɪ ˈlɪtəl ˈsɪstər ənd maɪ ˈlɪtəl ˈbrʌðər tə pleɪd geɪm ɪn 
ðɛr..hmm aɪ sʌʧ ə ˈbeɪbi ˈsɪstər!”  
B: “baɪ ðə weɪ, ˈstrɔˌbɛri ˈgɑrdən əz fɑr”  
A: “jɛs”  
B: “haʊ dɪd jʊ goʊ ðɛr?”  
A: “aɪ wɛnt tə ðɛr wɪð kɑr. jʊ noʊ? wɛn aɪ ɑn ðə weɪ, aɪ fɛlt 
drʌŋk, bət ðə drʌŋk əz goʊ wɛn aɪ əˈraɪv ɪn ðɛr, ənd aɪ fɛlt 
ˈhæpi. haʊ əˈbaʊt jʊ fil ɪn ðɛr?”  
B: “aɪ fɛlt ˈhæpi ənd ɪn ðɛr aɪ ˈɪnˌkris maɪ ˈnɑləʤ əˈbaʊt ˈhɪstəri əv 
ˌɪndoʊˈniʒən ˈmʌni ɔr ruˈpaɪə.”  
A: “oʊ maɪ gɑd!ˈmɪsɪz. Endah əz ˈkʌmɪŋ. wi kənˈtɪnju ˈaʊər 
dɪaˈskʌʃən wɛn breɪk jɛs?”  
B: “ˌoʊˈkeɪ” 
b. A: “həˈloʊ broʊ”  
B: “həˈloʊ”  
A: “wʌt ər jʊ ˈduɪŋ hir?”  
B: “ɛnˈʤɔɪɪŋ ði afternood briz”  
A: “kᴂn aɪ sɪt bɪ’saɪd ju;”  
B: “əv kɔrs, waɪ nɑt?”  
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A: “wʌt dɪd jʊ goʊ ɑn ˈhɑləˌdeɪ?”  
B: “aɪ əm steɪ ɪn hoʊm, ənd wɛr dɪd jʊ goʊ?”  
A: “aɪ wɛnt tu; depok ənd wʌt dɪd jʊ dʊ ɪn hoʊm?”  
B: “sɜrʧ kɑrˈtun, pleɪ geɪm, wɑʧ kɑrˈtun ʤəˈpæn. haʊ dɪd jʊ goʊ 
ðɛr?”  
A: “aɪ wɛnt tə depok baɪ bʌs, wʌt kɑrˈtun jʊ sɜrʧ?”  
B: “sword art online, strike the blood, kantai collection, wɪð hum 
dɪd jʊ goʊ?”  
A: “aɪ wɛnt tə depok wɪð maɪ ˈfæməli”  
B: “wʌt dʊ jʊ fil?”  
A: “waɪ ˈdɪdənt jʊ goʊ ɑn veɪˈkeɪʃən?”  
B: “ bɪˈkəz ˈnoʊˌbɑˌdi ɪnˈvaɪt mi ɑn veɪˈkeɪʃən, wʌt wəz ɪmˈprɛʃən 
əˈbaʊt ðə pleɪs?”  
A: “ɪts ˈvɛri gʊd, aɪ wɑnt tə goʊ hoʊm, si jʊ təˈmɑˌroʊ”  
B: “si ju” 
c. Assalamu'alaikum. Wr. Wb , maɪ neɪm ɪz Afwan Alamsyah. ɪn ðɪs 
viedo aɪ wɑnt tu ʃoʊ ju haʊ tu ɪnˈsɜrt sɪm kɑrd ˈɪntu 
handphone. fɜrst ʌv ɔl, swɪʧt ɔf ði handphone ænd riˈmuv ðə 
ˈkʌvər. ˈæftər ðæt riˈmuv ðə ˈbætəri ænd slaɪd ðə simcard ˈkɛrfəli 
ˈɪntu ðə slɑt. pʊt ðə ˈbætəri ænd slaɪd ðə ˈkʌvər bæk. ˈfaɪnəli, swɪʧt 
ɑn ði handphone, weɪt ənˈtɪl ɪts ˈrɛdi tu juz. ˌoʊˈkeɪ ðɪs ɪz maɪ 
ˈvɪdioʊ, θæŋks fɔr ˈwɑʧɪŋ. 
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According to the sript, the researcher foud medhok english 
in the video. Those where: 
1. Video A 
a. Sure (ʃʊr) became ʃɜr  
b. Because (bɪˈkəz) became Bicos  
c. Day (deɪ) became daɪ  
d. Strawberry (ˈstrɔˌbɛri) became Stroberi  
e. Listen (ˈlɪsən) became lɪs tɛn  
f. Brother (ˈbrʌðər) became ˈbrʌðər 
g. Game (geɪm) became gam 
2. Video B 
a. Here (hir) became hɜr  
b. Beside (bɪˈsaɪd) bizd 
c. Holiday (ˈhɑləˌdeɪ) became Holidai 
d. Search (sɜrʧ) became ʃɜr 
e. Because (bɪˈkəz) became Bicos 
f. Nobody (ˈnoʊˌbɑˌdi) became Nobodi  
g. Invite (ɪnˈvaɪt) became Invet 
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h. Place (pleɪs) became plæs 
3. Video C 
a. Show (ʃoʊ) became Shou 
b. All (ɔl) became oll 
c. Remove (riˈmuv) became Remov 
d. Slide (slaɪd) became Sleid 
e. Carefully (ˈkɛrfəli) became ˈkɜrf(ə)li 
f. Into (ˈɪntu) became ˈɪnto  
g. Slot (slɑt) became slot 
C. Discussion 
1. The researcher did the interview and gave the questionnaire to the 
viewers to get their perceptions to Dialect Banyumasan English 
VLOG.  
Table.4.1 Respondencece 
No Participant Sex Department 
1 R1(Kamboja) Male Communication 
2 R2(Mawar) Female English Education 
3 R3(Melati) Female English Education 
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Table.4. 2 Questionnaire  
1. Respondencece 1 
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2. Respondencece 2 
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3. Respondencece 3 
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2. From the questionnaire, the researcher got the answer and then coding 
the data:  
a. Video A 
1) R1 Positive  
a) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
1/Very Agree/5 
b) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
d) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
1/Very Agree/5 
e) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/2 
 
R1 Negative 
a) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/4 
b) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/4 
c) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
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d) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
e) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
From the questionnaire, respondence 1 was 7
th
 grade 
communication students of IAIN Surakarta gave the answer for the 
positive and negative questions. For the positive question number 1 
and 4, the respondencece chose the statement 1 (very agree) it 
means that the statement have 5 poin. Then, question number 2 and 
3 the respondence chose the statement 3 (neutral), it means that the 
statement have 3 poin. After that, questions number 5 the 
respondence chose the statement 4 (disagree) it means that the 
statement have 2 poin. 
For the negative question, the question number 1 and 2 the 
respondence chose the statement 4 (disagree) it meant that the 
statement have 4 poin. Then, question number 3 until 5 the 
respondence chose the statement 3 (neutral), it meant that the 
statement have 3 poin. 
2) R2 Positive 
a) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/2 
b) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/2 
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c) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
d) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
1/Very Agree/5 
e) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/2 
 
R2 Negative 
a) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/2 
b) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/4 
d) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/2 
e) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/2 
Respondence 2 is English Education students of IAIN 
Surakarta. From the questionnaire, positive question number 1, 2, 
5,  respondence 2 chose the statement number 4 (Disagree) it 
means that the statement have 2 poin. Then, question number 3 the 
respondence chose statement number 3 (neutral) it means that the 
statement have 3 poin. After that, question number 4 the 
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respondence chose statement 1 (very agree) it means the statement 
have 5 poin. 
From the negative question, at the question number 1, 4, 5 
the respondence chose statement number 2 (Agree) it means that 
the statement have 2 poin. Then the question number 2, the 
respondence chose statement 3 (Neutral) it means that the 
statement have 3 poin. After that, question number 3 the 
respondence chose statement 4 (Disagree) it means the statement 
have 4 poin.  
 
3) R3 Positive 
a) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
b) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
1/Agree/4 
d) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
e) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
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R3 Negative 
a) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3  
b) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/2 
c) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/4 
d) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/2 
e) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
The respondence 3 is from English education students, at 
the positive From the positive question number 1, 3, 4, 5 the 
respondence 3 chose the statement 2 (Agree) it means that the 
statement have 4 poin. Then at the questions number 2, the 
respondence chose the statement 3 (Neutral) it means that the 
statement have 3 poin.  
For the negative question, at number 1 & 5 the respondence 
chose statement 3 (neutral) it means that the statement have 3 poin. 
Then at the questions number 2 & 4 the respondence chose 
statement 2 (Agree) it means that the statement have 2 poin. Last, 
the question number 3 respondence chose statement 4 (Disagree) it 
means that the statement have 4 poin. 
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b. Video B  
1) R1 Positive 
a) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 1/ 
Very Agree/5 
b) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 2/ 
Agree/4 
c) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 1/ 
Very Agree/5 
d) Kamboja/Male/English Education Students/7/Statement 1/ 
Very Agree/5 
e) Kamboja/Male/English Education Students/7/Statement 1/ 
Very Agree/5 
 
R1 Negative 
a) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
5/Very Dissagree/5 
b) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 4/ 
Dissagree/4 
c) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 4/ 
Dissagree/4 
d) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 5/ 
Very Dissagree/5 
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e) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 4/ 
Dissagree/4 
In the positive questions, respondence 1 from 
Communication students of IAIN Surakarta chose statement 1 
(very agree) for number 1, 3, 4 and 5, it means that the statement 
have 5 poin. Then, chose the statement 2 (Agree)  for number 2, it 
means that the statement have 4 poin.  
For the negative questions, the respondence chose 
statement 5 (Very Disagree) for number 1 and 4, it means that the 
statement have 5 poin. Then, chose statement 4 (Disagree) for 
questions number 2, 3, and 5, it means that the statement have 4 
poin.  
 
2) R2 Positive 
a) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
b) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
d) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
e) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
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R2 Negative 
a) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
b) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 4/ 
Disagree/4 
d) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Disagree/4 
e) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/2 
In the positive questions, the respondence 2 from English 
education students of IAIN Surakarta. The respondence chose 
statement 3 (Neutral) for questions number 1, 2, and 5, it menas that 
the statement have 3 poin. Then, chose the statement 2 (Agree) for 
questions number 3 and 4, it means that the statement have 4 poin.  
For the negative questions, the respondence chose statement 3 
(neutral) for number 1 and 2, it means that the statement have 3 poin. 
Then, statement 4 (disagree) for questions number 3 and 4, it means 
that the statement have 4 poin. For the last, statement 2 (Agree) for 
number 5, it means that the statement have 2 poin. 
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3) R3 Positive 
a) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
b) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
d) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
1/Very Agree/5 
e) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
 
R3 Negative 
a) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3  
b) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Very Agree/1 
c) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/4 
d) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Neutral/3 
e) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
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In the positive statement, respondence 3 chose statement 
number 3 (neutral) at number 1&2, so the statement have 3 poin. 
Then, chose statement 2 (Agree) for number 3&5, so the statement 
have 4 poin. Last, the respondence chose statement 5 for number 4, so 
the statement have 5 poin. 
a. Video C 
1) R1 Positive 
a) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 2/ 
Agree/4 
b) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 2/ 
Agree/4 
c) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 1/ 
Very Agree/5 
d) Kamboja/Male/English Education Students/7/Statement 1/ 
Very Agree/5 
e) Kamboja/Male/English Education Students/7/Statement 3/ 
Neutral/3 
R1 Negative 
a) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/4 
b) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 4/ 
Dissagree/4 
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c) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 4/ 
Dissagree/4 
d) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 5/ 
Very Dissagree/5 
e) Kamboja/Male/Communication Students/7/Statement 4/ 
Dissagree/4 
For the positive statement, the responde chose statemet 2 
(agree) for number 1&2, it means that the statement have 4 
poin. Then, chose statement 1 (Very agree) for number 3&4, it 
means the statement have 5 poin. Last, respondence chose 
statement 3 (neutral) for number 5, it means that the statement 
have 3 poin. 
For the negative statement, respondence chose statement 4 
(Disagree) for the number 1, 2, 3, and 5, it means that the 
statement have 4 poin. Then chose the statement 5 for number 
4, it means that the statement have 5 poin. 
2) R2 Positive 
a) Mawar/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
b) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
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d) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
e) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
R2 Negative 
a) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
b) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 5/ 
Very Disagree/5 
d) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Disagree/4 
e) Mawar/Female/ English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/2   
For the positive statement, the responde chose statemet 2 
(agree) for number 1, 3, and 4, it means that the statement have 
4 poin. Then, chose statement 3 (Neutral) for number 2&5, it 
means the statement have 3 poin. For the negative statement, 
respondence chose statement 3 (Neutral) for the number 1&2 , 
it means that the statement have 3 poin. Then chose the 
statement 5 for number 3, it means that the statement have 5 
poin. After that, chose statement 4 (Disagree) for number 4, it 
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means that the statement have 4 poin. Last, chose statement 2 
(Agree) for the number 5, it means that the statement have 2 
poin. 
 
3) R3 Positive 
a) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
b) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
c) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
1/Very Agree/5 
d) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
1/Very Agree/5 
e) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/4 
R3 Negative 
a) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3  
b) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Agree/2 
c) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
4/Dissagree/4 
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d) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
2/Neutral/3 
e) Melati/Female/English Education Students/7/Statement 
3/Neutral/3 
For the positive statement, the responde chose statemet 3 
(Neutral) for number 1&2, it means that the statement have 3 
poin. Then, chose statement 1 (Very Agree) for number 3&4, it 
means the statement have 5 poin. Last, chose statement 2 
(Agree) for number 5, it means that the statemennt have 4 poin. 
For the negative statement, respondence chose statement 3 
(Neutral) for the number 1, 4 and 5 , it means that the statement 
have 3 poin. Then chose the statement 2 for number 2, it means 
that the statement have 2 poin. After that, chose statement 4 
(Disagree) for number 5, it means that the statement have 4 
poin.  
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From the research, the researcher get the viewers perceptions to 
Dialect Banyumasan English Vlog and then get the result.  
1. The Viewers Perceptions (Attachment 1 Interview) 
The viewers perceptions to Dialect Banyumasan English Vlog 
by Click Sinau on YouTube were varied. It depends on their 
perceptions when answering the question and after they watching the 
vlog. R1 interested with the vlog and give a positive perceptions as 
identified in the interview “it’s very interesting because the 
banyumasan dialect is funny but I still know the meaning of  the 
vlogger saying,but maybe if the video is more creative it will be so 
good”(R1/Male/Communication).As for R3 stated that Dialect 
Banyumasan English Vlog by Click Sinau on YouTube is interesting, 
they also know the pronunciation and the meaning. The perceptions 
identified in the interview “although the dialect make the English 
pronunciation ngapak, but I can understand what is the vlogger 
saying. The vlog is not too special but it’s entertaining enough for me 
hehe” (R3/female/English Edu).  
According to R2 stated that they feel the vlog is ordinary and 
not too special. The perception identified in the interview “For the first 
I’m interesting because of the tittle about ngapak English, but actually 
it’s just ordinary and I can understand what the vlogger saying but it’s 
not too special” (R2/Male/English Education). 
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From the questionnaire, the researcher gets the result: 
a. Video A 
a) Positive Result Score  
Total = 51 
Interpretation Score 
X: lowest score x total respondences 
Y: highest score x total respondences 
 
X: 1x5 = 5 
Y: 5x5 = 25 
 
Pre result 
Interval Score : 100/Total Score (likert) 
The interval is from 0%-100% 
I: 100/5=20% 
 
Result 
=Total Score/Yx100 
= 51/25x100 
= 2,04%  
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b) Negative Result Score 
Total = 44 
Interpretation Score 
X: lowest score x total respondences 
Y: highest score x total respondences 
 
X: 1x5 = 5 
Y: 5x5 = 25 
 
Pre result 
Interval Score : 100/Total Score (likert) 
The interval is from 0%-100% 
 
I: 100/5=20%  
 
Result 
=Total Score/Yx100 
= 44/25x100 
= 1,76%  
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b. Video A 
a) Positive Result Score  
Total = 60 
Interpretation Score 
X: lowest score x total respondences 
Y: highest score x total respondences 
 
X: 1x5 = 5 
Y: 5x5 = 25 
 
Pre result 
Interval Score : 100/Total Score (likert) 
The interval is from 0%-100% 
I: 100/5=20% 
 
Result 
=Total Score/Yx100 
= 60/25x100 
= 2,4%  
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b) Negative Result Score 
Total = 52 
Interpretation Score 
X: lowest score x total respondences 
Y: highest score x total respondences 
 
X: 1x5 = 5 
Y: 5x5 = 25 
 
Pre result 
Interval Score : 100/Total Score (likert) 
The interval is from 0%-100% 
 
I: 100/5=20%  
 
Result 
=Total Score/Yx100 
= 52/25x100 
= 2,08%  
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c. Video C 
a) Positive Result Score  
Total = 59 
Interpretation Score 
X: lowest score x total respondences 
Y: highest score x total respondences 
 
X: 1x5 = 5 
Y: 5x5 = 25 
 
Pre result 
Interval Score : 100/Total Score (likert) 
The interval is from 0%-100% 
I: 100/5=20% 
 
Result 
=Total Score/Yx100 
= 59/25x100 
= 2,36%  
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b) Negative Result Score 
Total = 53 
Interpretation Score 
X: lowest score x total respondences 
Y: highest score x total respondences 
 
X: 1x5 = 5 
Y: 5x5 = 25 
 
Pre result 
Interval Score : 100/Total Score (likert) 
The interval is from 0%-100% 
 
I: 100/5=20%  
 
Result 
=Total Score/Yx100 
= 53/25x100 
= 2,12%  
According to the summarize, the researcher sum the data and the result were 
6,8% for the positive statement, and 5,96% for the negative statement. It meant, 
that the perceptions of the viewers was very good and positive. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion 
In this chapter, the researcher wrote down the result of the 
research. The viewers perceptions was different and variate. The result of 
the questionnaire and the interview also different, so the researcher 
combined it as a result. Based on the questionnaire and the interview, the 
researcher concluded that : 
Viewers interested with the Dialect Banyumasan English VLOG. 
They also can understand what the Vlogger said although the 
pronunciation was ngapak. It supported with the result of the research, the 
researcher found 6,8% for the positive statement, and 5,96% for the 
negative statement. It meant, that the perceptions of the viewers was very 
good and positive. 
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B. Suggestion 
Based on the research result, the researcher has some suggestions:  
1. For the viewers 
The result of this thesis gave the viewers more information and 
knowledge about Banyumasan Dialect that different with another 
language. 
2. For the researcher 
The result of this thesis gave the researcher more knowledge about 
Banyumasan Dialect of Javanese that difference from other language. 
The researcher also has more information about the viewers 
perceptions about dialect Banyumasan English VLOG. So, the 
researcher would have more information about the Banyumasan 
Dialect of Javanese from Banyumasan English VLOG. 
3. For other researchers 
The result of the research gave more information, knowledge and 
some input when they wanted to analyzed Banyumasan Dialect 
toward Banyumasan English VLOG. 
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Attachment 1 Interview Questions 
A. R1  
1. Apakah kamu tertarik dengan vlog Bahasa Inggris berdialect 
Banyumasan? 
Jawab : tertarik karena dialectnya lucu, tapi tetap mengerti maksudnya. 
2. Apakah pronounciation vlogger baik? 
Jawab : ya lumayan bisa dipahami 
3. Apakah kamu memahami apa yang vlogger katakan? 
Jawab : memahami meskipun dengan dialect yang berbeda 
4. Apakah banyak vocab yang kamu mengerti? 
Jawab : ya, meskipun berdialect banyumasan tapi tetap mengerti 
5. Bagaimana video ini? Menghibur dan informatif kah? 
Jawab : kurang menghibur meskipun sedikit lucu, tetapi informative 
karena saya jadi mengerti dialect banyumasan. 
6. Apakah vlog tidak special dan menarik? 
Jawab : menarik karena unik menggunakan dialect banyumasan 
7. Apakah vlogger tidak komunikatif? 
Jawab : menurut saya sih komunikatif ya, karena saya mengerti 
maksudnya. 
8. Apakah bahasa sulit dipahami? 
Jawab : tidak, biasa saja saya tetap memahami. 
9. Bagaimana menurutmu? Apakah dialect banyumasan mengganggu 
pronounciation bahasa inggris? 
Jawab : tidak, hanya pengucapannya di beberapa kata sedikit lucu dan 
medhok. 
10. Bagaimana kualitas vlog nya? Apakah tidak baik (suara, tampilan dan 
kemasannya)? 
Jawab : baik, standart saja menurut saya. 
 
B. R2 
1. Apakah kamu tertarik dengan vlog Bahasa Inggris berdialect 
Banyumasan? 
Jawab :  
2. Apakah pronounciation vlogger baik? 
Jawab :  
3. Apakah kamu memahami apa yang vlogger katakan? 
Jawab :  
 
ii 
 
4. Apakah banyak vocab yang kamu mengerti? 
Jawab :  
5. Bagaimana video ini? Menghibur dan informatif kah? 
Jawab :  
6. Apakah vlog tidak special dan menarik? 
Jawab :  
7. Apakah vlogger tidak komunikatif? 
Jawab :  
8. Apakah bahasa sulit dipahami? 
Jawab :  
9. Bagaimana menurutmu? Apakah dialect banyumasan mengganggu 
pronounciation bahasa inggris? 
Jawab :  
10. Bagaimana kualitas vlog nya? Apakah tidak baik (suara, tampilan dan 
kemasannya)? 
Jawab :  
 
C. R3 
1. Apakah kamu tertarik dengan vlog Bahasa Inggris berdialect 
Banyumasan? 
Jawab : iya tertarik, tetapi tidak terlalu special buat saya hehe 
2. Apakah pronounciation vlogger baik? 
Jawab : tidak begitu bagus tapi saya paham maksudnya 
3. Apakah kamu memahami apa yang vlogger katakan? 
Jawab : ya saya cukup memahami meskipun dialectnya banyumasan 
4. Apakah banyak vocab yang kamu mengerti? 
Jawab : ya seperti bahasa sehari-hari yang bisa saya pahami 
5. Bagaimana video ini? Menghibur dan informatif kah? 
Jawab : ya menghibur karena unik dan menggunakan dialect banyumasan 
6. Apakah vlog tidak special dan menarik? 
Jawab : biasa saja tapi saya tertarik meski tidak spesial 
7. Apakah vlogger tidak komunikatif? 
Jawab : ya menurut saya kurang komunikatif terlalu monoton 
8. Apakah bahasa sulit dipahami? 
Jawab : tidak, saya masih bisa memahaminya 
9. Bagaimana menurutmu? Apakah dialect banyumasan mengganggu 
pronounciation bahasa inggris? 
Jawab : iya menurut saya terlalu medhok  
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10. Bagaimana kualitas vlog nya? Apakah tidak baik (suara, tampilan dan 
kemasannya)? 
Jawab : tidak begitu bagus tetapi cukup jelas 
 
D. R4 
1. Apakah kamu tertarik dengan vlog Bahasa Inggris berdialect 
Banyumasan? 
Jawab : tertarik, karena penasaran orang banyumas berbicara bahasa 
inggris dengan dialect banyumasan. 
2. Apakah pronounciation vlogger baik? 
Jawab : baik, pronounciationnya jelas 
3. Apakah kamu memahami apa yang vlogger katakan? 
Jawab : ya saya memahami karena bahasanya mudah dipahami 
4. Apakah banyak vocab yang kamu mengerti? 
Jawab : ya saya mengerti 
5. Bagaimana video ini? Menghibur dan informatif kah? 
Jawab : cukup menghibur dan informatif 
6. Apakah vlog tidak special dan menarik? 
Jawab : menurut saya sih menarik ya, unik gitu 
7. Apakah vlogger tidak komunikatif? 
Jawab : cukup komunikatif untuk saya 
8. Apakah bahasa sulit dipahami? 
Jawab : tidak, saya memahami bahasanya 
9. Bagaimana menurutmu? Apakah dialect banyumasan mengganggu 
pronounciation bahasa inggris? 
Jawab : tidak, kan itu ciri khas 
10. Bagaimana kualitas vlog nya? Apakah tidak baik (suara, tampilan dan 
kemasannya)? 
Jawab : cukup bagus dan jelas didengar 
 
 
E. R5 
1. Apakah kamu tertarik dengan vlog Bahasa Inggris berdialect 
Banyumasan? 
Jawab : biasa saja, ya bagus tapi menurut saya seperti kebanyakan vlog 
lainnya, hanya dialectnya saja yang seperti anak SMA yang belajar bahasa 
inggris. 
2. Apakah pronounciation vlogger baik? 
Jawab : menurut saya biasa saja tidak terlalu jelas 
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3. Apakah kamu memahami apa yang vlogger katakan? 
Jawab : ya saya memahami meskipun medhok sih 
4. Apakah banyak vocab yang kamu mengerti? 
Jawab : iya saya mengerti  
5. Bagaimana video ini? Menghibur dan informatif kah? 
Jawab : iya videonya menghibur dan lucu 
6. Apakah vlog tidak special dan menarik? 
Jawab : biasa aja, bagus kok 
7. Apakah vlogger tidak komunikatif? 
Jawab : cukup komunikatif sih, dan saya paham 
8. Apakah bahasa sulit dipahami? 
Jawab : tidak, saya cukup memahami 
9. Bagaimana menurutmu? Apakah dialect banyumasan mengganggu 
pronounciation bahasa inggris? 
Jawab : tidak sih, malah menghibur menurut saya 
10. Bagaimana kualitas vlog nya? Apakah tidak baik (suara, tampilan dan 
kemasannya)? 
Jawab : iya, kurang jelas ya 
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Attachment 2 (VLOG) 
1. VLOG 1 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aH2YAW89OU) 
 
2. VLOG 2 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5ljELafZuc) 
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3. VLOG 3 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caA6h4mCppo) 
 
 
